workai.intranet

BUILDING USER-CENTERED
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
A set of useful information about the intelligent tools that will help you
create connected and engaged workplace and overcome the challenges of
internal communication faced by your digital workplace.

THE RIGHT FOCUS

Internal communication seems to be a constant clash
of humanism with the struggle for continuous efficiency
improvement.
In the digital reality, internal
communication specialists have
ceased to rely only on one-way
top-to-bottom information flow.
Today they have to engage,
interact and create diverse
content in order to target it to
specific groups of employees.
On the one hand, they finally have
the tools to do it and increase their
effectiveness, on the other, they
have been burdened with so many
new, additional activities that their
work has become more difficult.
Focused on a constant chase of
new tools and features and all this
new multidisciplinary knowledge
they are required to poses sometimes they lose sight of their
main mission.

No digital tool can replace a wellstructured
communication
message, interpersonal skills or
simple
human
empathy.
A
conscious organization cannot
forget about that.
But without the support of digital
workplace solutions, it seems
impossible to conduct a scalable
communication
with
detailed
targeting
and
conscious
engagement
building.
Such
platforms as a company intranet
become an organizational musthave.
The strategic goal when choosing
digital solutions become therefore
to check whether it keeps internal
communication in the right focus.
It can't be distracting, nor timeconsuming. And it should require
as few specialized skills as possible

In 2018 Nielsen Norman Group identified the intranet being a part of
workai platform as 1 of 10 best designed in the world. It was created
with great understanding of internal communication needs and
appreciated for short implementation time, unique ease of use and
exceptional user experience.
workai.intranet is one of three connected products available on the
platform:
workai.intranet

workai.connections

workai.knowledge

portal for internal
communication

corporate social
network

knowledge
management toolkit

All 3 are ready-made products built on the basis of many years of
experience and dozens of implementations for large organizations.
Together they create a complete digital employee experience (#DEX).
The platform is a user-focused alternative to dedicated systems. The
workai-style digital transformation happens in minutes instead of
months. It offloads company resources, as it does not require long
coordination of implementation - internal communication can stay
focused on their mission, the new tool will support them without adding
them new tasks.
workai gives the joy of use both to the employees who through it have
daily contact with the company, and to those who work on the platform
and create its content.

WHAT IS WORKAI?
wokai is exceptionally easy to use digital employee
experience (#DEX) platform.
For internal communication, knowledge management,
building relations and organizational culture.
It's the first DEX platform available in cloud, as a SaaS
service. Customized with ready-made blocks, in minutes,
with no IT skills.

TOP 10 BEST
IN THE WORLD

TOP 5 BEST
IN EUROPE

workai.com

workai.intranet

USER-CENTERED
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Share personalized news, organize in-company events, publish videos and
send responsive newsletters. Find anything using AI-powered search
and measure engagement with real-time analytics.

All of this using drag-and-drop CMS editor with over 200
layout blocks and 50 content-types, without any IT skills
needed.

workai.intranet

YOUR ORGANIZATION.
INFORMED, ENGAGED AND
CONNECTED.
You don't need advanced training, nor any special IT skills. You are only
minutes away from having a perfect tool, that let's you build:

CUSTOMIZED HOMEPAGE

NEWSLETTERS

TOWNHALLS

ARTICLES AND NEWS

PHOTO AND VIDEO GALLERIES

DIGITAL MAGAZINES

EVENT PAGES

FAQ PAGES

VADEMECUMS

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

INTERNAL RECRUITMENTS

GLOSSARIES

DEPARTMENT SITES

MADE FOR
COMMUNICATORS
You are a communication specialist.
We understand and respect that.
You should not have to worry about
designing or coding your content.
You will love our simple and fun-to-use
visual block builder. Everything you'll create
with it will have rich and beautiful form. It
will look good on any device and keep
brand consistency.

DRAG AND DROP
ANY OF 200+
READY-MADE
CONTENT ELEMENTS

workai.intranet

EMPOWERING
COMMUNICATORS
IN 40 COUNTRIES
EASY START

with a ready-to-use, cloud-based platform,
prearranged information architecture and rich
page templates

GOOD LOOK AND USABILITY
= HIGHER ADOPTION

customize the look to make it consistent with
your brand. Connect all external tools in one
place. Add widgets to make it even more fun
and smart

MEASURE YOUR ACTIONS

learn more about your audience with realtime analytics

CONTROL THE INFORMATION FLOW

with audiences and categories, target content
to specific groups, schedule it for later and
monitor its version history

workai.intranet

MAKING YOUR
WORKPLACE
WORK FOR YOU
IT'S MOBILE

workai.intranet connects all co-workers
regardless of how and where they work

BUILDS CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT

the platform invites employees to be a part of
digital community. They comment, recommend
favorite content, submit their stories and
suggestions

FINDS THE RIGHT ANSWERS...

AI-powered search finds pages, documents
and images. Intelligent autocomplete, search
suggestions, synonyms and built-in cognitive
search make it fast and user-friendly

.... OR PEOPLE

in always up-to-date people directory

AN OUTSTANDING
INTRANET DESIGN
AND EXCELLENT USER
EXPERIENCE
- Jacob Nielsen, Nielsen Norman Group

The first implementation of a block editor, today one of the
biggest advantages of the workai platform, has been
appreciated by the world leader in usability research:
Nielsen Norman Group.
It was awarded as one of the 10 best designed intranets
in the world.
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FUTURE-READY, FAST AND
SECURE
We’ve put years of experience, newest trends and all the best
practices to provide you the most complete DEX platform that
supports your organization today, and helps in its future growth.
Built on top of the newest Microsoft technology stack
Multi-layered security, world’s strictest privacy standards and
exceptional computing power provided by Azure
Seamless integration with Office 365 and SharePoint
Online, whether you have an Office 365 license for your entire
workforce or not.

CONTENT TYPES EXPLAINED
HOMEPAGE (customized)

NEWSLETTERS

TOWNHALLS

workai.intranet provides
a wide range of features
designed to help you create
connected and engaged
workplace.

Build and send bulletproof
newsletters using drag-anddrop CMS and ready-made
content templates. Send
immediately or schedule, to all
users or chosen segments. Track
opens and link clicks with
extensive statistics.

Organize Q&A sessions
in real-time to allow top
management or experts to
interact with employees in an
organized way, moderate the
conversation easily and answer
the questions appearing during
the meeting.

DiGITAL MAGAZINES
Transform internal paper
magazines and reports
into digital assets - filled with
interactive elements and
multimedia. Quickly share,
search through and meassure
engagement.

FAQ PAGES
Publish rich and interactive FAQ
pages to provide answers for
most important questions. Add
text, images, files, videos and
more, just by dragging and
dropping ready-made content
elements.

EVENT PAGES
Plan and communicate
company events by creating rich
event pages – add location info,
agenda or photo galleries, Allow
signups and manage attendees,
enable comments to get
feedback.

GLOSSARIES
Create interactive Glossaries to
explain difficult terms and
maintain knowledge consistency.
Add text, images, files or videos
using drag and drop CMS.

INTERNAL RECRUITMENTS
Publish job offers inside your
intranet and empower your
employees to develop their
careers. Add job title, unit,
location and all required
information. Set the deadline for
applies.

VADEMECUMS
Create tutorials, on-boarding
procedures and walkthroughs –
easily describe complicated
processes, inform about new
methods and rules or help new
employees in their first days.

MORE ABOUT
BEST FEATURES
ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE
Get a complete overview of
your organizational structure
with interactive organization
chart. Build and chagnge the
multi-level anytime, without
asking IT for help.

PEOPLE DIRECTORY
Easily find co-workers and
experts using the autopopulated Address Book. Search
by job titles, org units, locations,
managers and many more.
Browse user profiles to learn
more and contact.

MOBILE INTRANET
Allow employees to access
intranet, with its responsive
design and native mobile apps.

DEPARTAMENTS SITES

PERMISSIONS

Build and browse custom units'
pages – add all the needed info
using ready-made content
templates. Quickly find people
working in specific units with
Address Book integration.

Personalize access to specific
areas or even single pages
with permissions – choose
Readers, Editors and Publishers,
using Office 365 users and
groups.

WIDGETS AND TOOLS

SOCIAL INTRANET

Use widgets to quickly provide
important information, or link to
other places in your intranet –
Toolbox, Newsfeed, Calendar,
Weather, Most popular, and
many more.

Allow people to comment,
submit ideas and express their
opinions, while being able to
moderate the communication
with pre- and post- moderation
features.

REAL TIME ANALYTICS

VERSION CONTROL

Measure engagement and
reach-out. Allow authors to
track and improve content
performance with detailed
reports about visits, search and
file downloads.

All pages are auto-versioned,
so editors can always browse
previous versions or rollback to
selected one. Add comments to
version to be able to quickly
check what’s changed.

CONTENT SCHEDULING

CONTENT TAGS

When you finish your piece of
content schedule it to be
published anytime.

Display content based on your
fully custom tags structure.

workai is a brand of Elastic Cloud Solutions
Learn more: workai.com

Follow us: @workaicom

